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          First decentralised 
peer-to-peer marketplace, 

          where sports enthusiasts can book training, rent equipment and monetise personal data.
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            Check out our explainer video:

            
          

          
            
              What is AllSporter?

              

              	A marketplace for sports enthusiasts, working in a peer-to-peer model.
	A platform to share sports gear, monetise personal data or book trainings, with a practical implementation of blockchain.
	An instant access to sports equipment and trainings around the world.
	An ecosystem for a blockchain peer-to-peer model, with tokens circulating between users as a currency, making ICO a springboard for future growth.
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              What do we want to change?

              	日本の若者の間で、オンラインカジノを含むギャンブルの問題が増加しています。この傾向は、社会における深刻な懸念事項となっており、政府と非営利団体は、若者を対象とした啓発プログラムや依存症の予防策を強化しています。オンラインギャンブルのリスクを理解し、適切な支援を受けるためには、情報提供サイトオンラインカジノ.コムが役立ちます。
	Lower the price of the training by eliminating the middlemen - the value stays in the community.
	Give an opportunity to earn money by renting out sports equipment.
	Make it possible to find sports equipment easily around the world.
	Address problems, discovered through a cooperation with athletes, trainers and sport experts.
	Enable seamless access and improve efficiency in the global sports industry.


            

          

          
            
          

        

      

    
    
      
        
      

      
        
          
            
          

          
            
              Win - win solution

              AIISporter enables direct connections, decentralising the market, and letting individuals decide on a time, price, and place for the training as well as the equipment.

              	Coins enable commision-free payments
	Direct connection supports flexibilty
	Each party can act like a customer, trainer or equipment rentier at once


            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            
              DOWNLOAD OUR ICO DOCUMENTS

            

          

        

        
          
            
              Onepager

              Short but solid summary 
of AllSporter ICO 
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              Whitepaper

              The White Paper is the most important document of an ICO. Check out ours!
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              TOKEN AND FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

            

            
              
                AllSporter Coin - ERC20 token and smart contract system is based on Ethereum protocol. Thanks to this protocol, AllSporter Coin can be freely transferred between wallets and easily integrated into the cryptomarkets. A total of 260M tokens will be issued.

              

            

            
            
            
          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                Product Achievements:

                
                  
                    over
                    

                  

                  
                    5,000
                    
                      apps downloads
                      
since Jan 2018 
                  

                

                
                  
                    over
                    

                  

                  
                    40, 099
                    
                    
                      web 
users 
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                    registered 

                      trainers
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                    reach of marketing 
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              Market: 

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      Segment of sports clubs alone is valued at around 130 billion USD
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                    Americans spent
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      $19 bn on gym memberships last year
                      
- and a further $33 bn on sports equipment 
                  

                

                
                  
                    Financial Times quote
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      “Health is the new wealth”
                    
                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
      

      
        
          Product roadmap

        

        
          
            Allsporter was founded in 2016 on a base of sport passion and solid market research. There was a huge niche in sports industry concerning technology site. Market of trainer services or equipment rental is still running like 20 years ago. AllSporter is game changer and provide full offer of training and sports equipment for all sports in one App/Web. The launch of Allsporter took place in 2017 in Warsaw, Poland and had a great feedback from sports industry. Now it’s time for global develompent and futher innovation like blockchain. 

              
Below You will find our Roadmap:
            

          

        

        
          
          
            
            
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            
            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
              
            
            
              
              
                
              
              
              
              
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
            
          
        

        
          
          
            
            
            
            
              
              
              
              
                Q2’19
              
              
                Launch of livestreaming
              
              
                platform
              
            
            
              
              
              
              Q1’19
              
                Development/scaling/
                growth of Allsporter
                platform in Central
                Europe
              
            
            
              
              
              
              Q1’20
              
                Expansion to the United
                States of America
              
            
            
              
              
              
              
                Q1’19
              
              
                Research of expansion
                markets
              
            
            
              
              
              
              
                Q2’21
              
              
                
                  Market expansion
                  worldwide
                
              
              
              
            
            
              
              
                
                
              
              
                Q4’20
              
              
                Expansion to
                t
                he Asian
                
                  market and
                  implementation of big
                  data tools
                
              
            
            
              
              
              
              
                03’19
              
              
                
                  Expansion to Western
                  European market
                
              
            
            
              
                
                
                
                Q1’20
                Introduction of AllSporter
                software for event
                organizers:
              
              - Integration with AllSporter app
              - Group payments
              
                - AllSporter Coin payment option
                - Allsporter Coin prizes for winners
                - Marketing support
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                    Piotr 
Lodzinski  
                    

                    CMO 
- 
Former Head of Marketing at Quiksilver Poland 

                    
                      8 years of experience as head of marketing at Quiksilver / Roxy / DC Poland. 2 years as head of social dep. in Ph.D. Media Direction Warsaw. In AllSporter Piotr supervises the development department to ensure constant product improvement and reaching company business goals.
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                    Mateusz 
Pniewski  
                    

                    Blockchain Expert 
- 
Former Rocket Internet SE and fintech N26 

                    
                      Formerly worked for Rocket Internet AH and fintech N26. Double degree Cambridge alumni. Mateusz excellence in all applicable fields of tech in blockchain is huge advantage for AllSporter.

                      Mateusz is responsible for development of smart contract, token structure and development of ASC online wallet.
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                    Michal 
Polanowski  
                    

                    CEO & Founder 
- 
Entrepreneur and Windsurfing World Champion 

                    
                      As an entrepreneur
Between 2009-2015 Michal built Eko Park Group a shareholder of wind and photovoltaic farms, from scratch. The company is operating in a renewable energy sector with initial capital ca. $12M. In period 2014-2017 was in charge of new, industrial and hi-tech waste recycling research group. He managed the team of over 50 people. As a sportsmen
Michal Polanowski is also a former World Champion FWC class and actual formula windsurfing European champion. Thanks to his incredible career he was able to build strong sports leaders network around the World.
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                    Adrian 
Holota  
                    

                    CTO 
- 
Owner of software house & multi dev awards winner 

                    
                      Adrian is an CEO of software company called Panowie Programiści and managing director of Sparing Interactive.

                      Over 100 projects completed, including large brands such as Spotify, Samsung, Phillips, Microsoft and Procter & Gamble. During career he wins more than a few industry awards, including - Innovation, CSS Reel, CSS Light. Team Leader managing team of 20 savvy devs that are not afraid to undertake innovative projects, among 360 technology, VR apps, AR, and machine learning.

                      In AllSporter responsible for app & web constant improvement and managing dev team
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-
Entrepreneur and Windsurfing World Champion
As an entrepreneur
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In AllSporter responsible for app & web constant improvement and managing dev team
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CMO
-
Former Head of Marketing at Quiksilver Poland
8 years of experience as head of marketing at Quiksilver / Roxy / DC Poland. 2 years as head of social dep. in Ph.D. Media Direction Warsaw. In AllSporter Piotr supervises the development department to ensure constant product improvement and reaching company business goals.
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-
Former Rocket Internet SE and fintech N26
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Iwona
Smieszna 
Office Operations
In AllSporter Iwona is mainly responsible for ensuring the proper functioning of the office and support in the financial and accounting process. She creates procedures and implements new processes on daily basis. During ICO help to coordinate work schedule and organize team trips and meeting around the World.





+

Stela
Nagaddaya 
Outreach and Research Leader
Stella is a Content Marketing professional. She has previously worked as a Sales Team Leader and Customer Sales Executive in two companies in Dubai. Her knowledge will let us build a strong community in the Middle East.




+

Pawel
Urbaniak 
Product Manager
Pawel works closely with our sports trainers. His responsibilities are: acquiring the best talents to cooperate with us, predicting the flaws of the product, working out the solutions to problems, contact with business partners, creating the plans of product's progression, introduction of new products and modification of existing ones, as well as implementation of new product strategies. His everyday work is a huge improvement to our offer.



+

Wiktor
Wiszorowski 
Project Manager
Former player of the best football club in Poland, during career, achieved double Polish Championship. Current University of Warsaw student, member of the board of Finance Student Research Group primarily focused on cryptocurrency topic, he co-managed blockchain events for more than a thousand people. In AllSporter he is responsible for market research and successful communication with ICO community via different channels.




+

Emanuel
Kolata 
Community & Brand Manager
Emanuel is a dreamer and traveler. Multi times representative on world championships in Ultimate Frisbee. His business career starts in California working in one of the biggest industries, coordinating sales and quality of products. Then he come back to Poland, where he start working for ICO projects. At AllSporter he is responsible for communication and brand awareness building.




+

Efrain
Silva 
Content Creator
Efrain has worked as a self-employed writer and editor for more than 6 years. He is an expert in writing in AP style and he also provides academic content in styles such as APA, MLA and Harvard. In AllSporter, he will make sure that we provide high quality written content.
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Bartosz
Ciacka 
Researcher





+

Mat
Lagowski 
Digital performance and user acquisition Manager
-
Former Rocket Internet SE
"Welcome to the internet, I'll be your guide"
Marketing Manager with 5 years of experience in the field. Specialises in harnessing the power of digital marketing to boost customer engagement in innovative ways. Startup life is part of his DNA that was built in Berlin at Rocket Internet SE. Mat is responsible for global performance marketing and positive ROI among marketing campaigns.
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James
Lee 
Asia Representative
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Nikhil
Sethi 
Marketing Manager
A seasoned marketer with more than 6 years of advertising & community building experience. As a Director of Marketing at Morpheus Network he managed to raise almost 10 million dollars. He was associated with many other Token Sales. Nikhil also has an experience in working for companies such as Airtel and BlaBlaCar.
In AllSporter he will be responsible for managing our Bounty Campaign, that will bring us genuine community and worldwide recognition.
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Przemyslaw
Rzad 
Blockchain Developer
I've been creating Smart Contracts for over half a year now. I've created the Smart Contract for ThinkCoin ICO and am working on two others at this moment. Gained experience in telecommunication company in Poland and a finance one in the United Kingdom makes for a brilliant base to writing safe Smart Contracts and exhaustive tests for them. Interesting fact: I know how to and love dancing the Bachata.
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Michal
Majewski 
UX/ UI Designer
-
Former Copywriter at leading marketing agency in Poland
PM & copywriter in top Polish digital agency, working for Heineken, Philips, VW or Costa Coffee. Sailing passionate. In AllSporter Michal is responsible for visual communication and content
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Jan
Radzikowski 
Data Scientist
-
Former Valuation Analyst KPMG
Jan's entrepreneurial soul has shaped his passion towards business development, financial analysis, efficient investing and searching for improvements that make sustainable, positive differences in business environment. In AllSporter Jan is responsible for financial brilliance and future cost optimization.
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+

Wiktor
Wiszorowski 
Project Manager
Former player of the best football club in Poland, during career, achieved double Polish Championship. Current University of Warsaw student, member of the board of Finance Student Research Group primarily focused on cryptocurrency topic, he co-managed blockchain events for more than a thousand people. In AllSporter he is responsible for market research and successful communication with ICO community via different channels.



+

Emanuel
Kolata 
Community & Brand Manager
Emanuel is a dreamer and traveler. Multi times representative on world championships in Ultimate Frisbee. His business career starts in California working in one of the biggest industries, coordinating sales and quality of products. Then he come back to Poland, where he start working for ICO projects. At AllSporter he is responsible for communication and brand awareness building.



+

Efrain
Silva 
Content Creator
Efrain has worked as a self-employed writer and editor for more than 6 years. He is an expert in writing in AP style and he also provides academic content in styles such as APA, MLA and Harvard. In AllSporter, he will make sure that we provide high quality written content.



+

Bartosz
Ciacka 
Researcher
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Michal
Majewski 
UX/ UI Designer
-
Former Copywriter at leading marketing agency in Poland
PM & copywriter in top Polish digital agency, working for Heineken, Philips, VW or Costa Coffee. Sailing passionate. In AllSporter Michal is responsible for visual communication and content
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Jan
Radzikowski 
Data Scientist
-
Former Valuation Analyst KPMG
Jan's entrepreneurial soul has shaped his passion towards business development, financial analysis, efficient investing and searching for improvements that make sustainable, positive differences in business environment. In AllSporter Jan is responsible for financial brilliance and future cost optimization.
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Iwona
Smieszna 
Office Operations
In AllSporter Iwona is mainly responsible for ensuring the proper functioning of the office and support in the financial and accounting process. She creates procedures and implements new processes on daily basis. During ICO help to coordinate work schedule and organize team trips and meeting around the World.
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+ Panowie Programisci - team of 10 experienced developers (iOS Dev / Android Dev / Full Stack Dev)



Business advisors




+

Agata
Mroczkowska 
Customer Acquisition Advisor
-
Head of Global Customer Operations at Booksy inc
Experienced Sales and Global Operation Manager with a high understanding of customer needs and expectations in different markets.
In AllSporter Agata will focus on enrichment customer experience for app and web platforms and thus help us to reach our sales goals in the European market.




+

Natalia
Kirejczyk 
UI and UX Designer
-
Owner of ETHWORKS
UI and UX Designer form Poland. For over 11 years I've designed advanced websites and applications for many clients from around the world. I design systems which help people interact with the web.




+

Simon
Cocking 
ICO Advisor
-
Ranked as No.1 Advisor on ICOBench
Ranked as No.1 Advisor on ICOBench
Worked with +30 successful ICO's who have achieved their ICO targets
Professional writer, journalist, a content creator and digital marketing advisor
Winner of Irish Web Awards 2014, best Science & Technology category Winner 2016 Littlewoods Best Ireland Blog for Digital & Tech
He is an accomplished public speaker at events including TEDx, Web Summit, Dublin Tech Summit, and overseas in Dubai, Singapore, Moscow, Tel Aviv, Madrid, Tbilisi, Riga, Porto, Dublin and Helsinki in the last 12 months.




+

Jason
Hung 
ICO & Blockchain Advisor
-
Ranked as No. 5 Advisor on ICOBench
Worked with +20 successful ICO's.
Jason is a serial entrepreneur and inventor. He has more than 20 years proven track record of managing, IT, sales and consulting services. He is blockchain expert and member of International Blockchain Consulting Announcement Group.
In AllSporter Jason will help us spread wings in Asia and support our global roadshow.
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Karol
Sadaj 
Marketing & Marketplace Advisor
-
Revolut Business Develompent Manager Europe
-
Formerly worked for Google, Uber
Karol experience in the fast-growing pace is a huge advantage for us. Background in Google and Uber gave him a great understanding of digital and marketplace business but what is even more important cooperation with Revolut for AllSporter can bring amazing impact.
In AllSporter he will be responsible for product development, expansion strategy after ICO and markets profitability estimation.
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Ahmad
Piraiee 
Blockchain Advisor
-
Serial Entrepreneur and ICO Cosultant
CEO of ITKeyMedia (Nasdaq's partner), COO of UnifiedAPI, CMO of NEO Trade, Marketing & communication expert, Blockchain advisor, Fintech/Insurtech influencer, Public speaker. mentor and consultant to fortune 500 companies. Ahmad is a big believer in cryptographic solutions and blockchain technology, in which he has been involved since 2013. He has vast experience in coin architecture, decentralized solutions, and information systems.
In AllSporter he is responsible for perfect marketing communication in a different cultural environment around our target markets.
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Marek
Kirejczyk 
Lead Blockchain Developer & Cybersecurity expert
-
Owner of ETHWORKS, ex VP of engineering at Daftcode
-
Smart contract developer
Marek and his team are making our smart contract outstanding. He has huge experience in development of smart contracts for successful ICO's that raised their hardcap such as Verify, PolkaDot, Aragon or Ambrosus.
Market is former VP of DaftCode - venture building company using top-notch technologies. His everyday job was maintaining a team of 60+ developers. Moreover, he has been blockchain dev at Smart Security System (SSS)
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Arkadiusz
Szczudlo 
Legal Advisor
-
Lawyer at Snażyk Korol Mordaka
Experienced Lawyer practicing in the field of blockchain and cryptocurrencies. Arkadiusz had multiple speeches about ICO's and advised few of them with local law, company crucial documents and disclaimers.
In AllSporter he is taking care of our legal excellence among different market regulations.
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Sport advisors
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Pawel
Hlavaty 
Coach of the Norway National team in sailing
Member of International Sailing Federation, author of "Windsurfing" book, current coach of the Norway natonal team in boating sailing In AllSporter we believe that Pawel's vital deep knowledge of sports market will boost our speed and expansion in global market




+

Darek
Krol 
Multi marathon runner, savvy coach, athlete
Darek is one of our first platform users his valuable feedback helps us to move forward firmly and faster.
In AllSporter Darek is one of the hero athletes that constantly provide us with new improvements for growing community of customers.




+

Casper
Bouman 
Professional Surfer
Former World Champion in Formula Windsurfing. Competing at Olympic games at Beijing. Casper is a former Olympic couch for Dutch sailing team.In AllSporter Casper is one of the key people who will trigger our excellence in Benelux market




+

Tomasz
Bomba 
Professional Runner
His biggest achievement is definitely a record run- 10 km in just 34:57 min in Oshee run during the Orlen Warsaw Marathon, breaking the barrier of 3h during a marathon (twice) and coming in 2nd during the 10 km run in OPEN category in Serock, Poland in 2017 Since 5 years he has run 12600km across 1041 runs, over 1014 hours and burnt 950 thousand calories and these are just the registered runs - there were many more besides those and a lot of biking. In total Bomba ran at 7 marathons and 58 street runs.




+

Connor
Baxter 
SUP World Multi-Champion
Stand Up Paddle Board multi-champion. Ranked as the best paddler in the world. In AllSporter Connor will help us spread wings on various markets and soon will give SUP classes via AllSporter App




+

Steve
Allen 
Windsurfing World-Multi Champion
Owner of SUP board company and Windsurfing World-Multi Champion, In AllSporter Steve will be part of a team in charge of equipment renting promotion and country expansion with AllenSUP support




+

Svein
Rasmussen 
Sport & Business Advisor
-
Founder & Chief Innovator at Leading Windurfing Company Starboard
Owner of Global leading windsurfing and SUP company Starboard. Svein was the first sailor to win in all disciplines of the IFCA Production Class Worlds.
In AllSporter Svein will navigate toward market reach strategy with his long-term, crucial and valuable knowledge from the sports industry. Starboard will also be the very first brand to offer special deals for our community.
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Sergiej
Pavlenko 
Yacht enthusiast and windsurfing champion
True-born athlete, Multiple Russian windsurfing champion, Sergiej is our partner supporting global expansion
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FAQ

	What is the simple idea behind the project?

A decentralised, easy to use sports marketplace, making life easier for every sports enthusiast, keen on achieving better performance or simply trying something new.

	Why AllSporter Coin is better than FIAT?

Our token opens a possibility for much faster, more secure and cheaper transactions, by eliminating middlemen form the equation and implementing smart contract.

	Why is AllSporter different from the alternatives?

AllSporter has no alternatives. We are the only ones providing such low training and equipment rental prices and leading an already active community.

	Do you have a hard cap?

We do have a hardcap, it is set at $19M and not subject to change.

	What cryptocurrencies do you accept to receive AllSporter Coins?

We accept both - ETH and BTC.

	How do I receive AllSporter Coins?

You will receive all your tokens after successful completion of KYC, after our ICO is finished. The funds will be sent to a previously provided ERC20 compatible wallet.

	When is the ICO going to start?

AllSporter ICO will be starting on the 9th of August 2018.

	What would be the value of AllSporter Coins during the ICO?

The value of a single token will be at about 0.23$.

	What is the minimum capping of ETH to participate in ICO?

Minimum contribution is at just 0.2 ETH.

	Are there any bonuses?

Pre-ICO: 9th Aug. - 19th Aug. (30% - 27.5% discount)
Stage 01: 22nd Aug. - 31st Aug. (20% - 17.5% discount)
Stage 02: 1st Sep. - 10th Sep. (12.5% - 10% discount)
Stage 03: 11th Sep. - 22nd Sep. (5% - 0% discount)

	What is the minimum capping of ETH to participate in ICO?

Minimum contribution is at just 0.2 ETH.

	Do you have a bounty program?

We are creating a bounty campaign at this very moment and it should launch soon.

	Can I register more than a single Ethereum address?

No, you can't - only one ETH address per person is allowed.

	Where can I get help or find out more info?

You can look for any and all information on our telegram group (https://t.me/AllSporterICO). There is always someone to answer your questions there.

	Do you have a KYC?

Yes, we do have a KYC. It is conducted through our site, during token sale.

	How can I participate in the ICO?

You can contribute financially, join our bounty and airdrop campaigns or simply contribute to the community, by joining our social media.

	How I will receive my tokens after I send my contribution?

You will receive them within 14 days after the end of our ICO, into your provided ERC20 compatible account.

	What is the minimum and maximum participation stake?

Minimum participation stake is 0.2 ETH or the equivalent in BTC and there is no maximum participation stake.

	How long will the ICO last?

The ICO will last for 1,5 months since the launch date.
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Join our newsletter for frequent updates about our project
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